Irregular Floor Leveling Kit

1. Remove bottom sweep

2. Remove “L” shaped foam end piece

3. Remove back of double sided tape from the new “L” shaped foam piece supplied in the kit

IMPORTANT: Please read before installing

doorfilter™ clean air products

Remove excess material

Apply pressure to allow adhesive to stick
Remove back of double sided tape from the new bottom sweep supplied in the kit.

Starting from one end of the filter, stick the new bottom sweep along the base of the entire filter.

The irregular floor leveling kit is designed for installations where floors are uneven and/or doors swing downward. This situation causes the space below the door to decrease as the door opens and may lead the DoorFilter to rub excessively against the floor. The kit includes a new, higher pile bottom sweep which can better absorb the fluctuations in height.

Cut any overhanging material from the new bottom sweep.